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Description

[0001] The present invention relates generally to soldering electronic components to circuit boards, and more particularly to a method for soldering DPAK-type electronic components to circuit boards.

[0002] DPAKs are relatively high-power electronic switching devices (e.g., transistors) that are commonly used on circuit boards. As illustrated in FIGS. 1A-C, a typical DPAK 10 includes an integrated circuit die 12 attached atop a heatspreader 14, with one or more selected sites on the top surface of the die wirebonded 16 to a like number of leads 18, and with a plastic or ceramic molded housing 20 encasing the die 12, the wirebond wires 16, a portion of the lead(s) 18, and a portion of the heatspreader 14.

[0003] A typical DPAK has two leads 18, but other DPAK-type components 10 may have one lead (e.g., a diode), three leads, and so forth. Typically the heatspreader 14 itself serves as an electrical interconnect, such as in transistor DPAKs where the heatspreader 14 is electrically connected to the base of the transistor die 12. (Usually the bottom surface of a transistor die serves as the base interconnect point, with the emitter and collector interconnect points being situated on the top surface of the die.)

[0004] As illustrated in FIG. 1B, DPAK-type components 10 are electrically and mechanically connected to circuit boards 30 by applying solder paste 36 to the heatspreader/lead mounting pads 32/34, positioning the component 10 with its heatspreader 14 and leads 18 resting atop their respective solder-pasted pads 32/34, and sending the component/board combination through a conventional reflow oven. For most types of electronic components, reflow soldering is an efficient and effective way of forming robust solder joints connecting a component’s leads/terminations/etc. to their corresponding mounting pads.

[0005] However, conventional reflow soldering is not as effective at forming robust solder joints on DPAK-type components 10. Because the heatspreader 14 of a DPAK-type component is so large, it is often difficult to provide enough thermal energy to such components during reflow to melt all of the solder paste 36 sandwiched between the heatspreader 14 and its mounting pad 32. One approach for alleviating this problem is to simply increase the reflow oven peak temperature and/or increase the circuit board’s exposure time to the peak temperature, but this approach has the drawback of risking damage to other components and/or to the substrate. Another approach is to use a laser rather than a reflow oven to solder the components. In laser soldering, a laser beam is directed at the component leads, terminations, exposed heatspreader portion, and/or the heatspreader mounting pad 32, so as to melt the solder paste 36 on the pad 32. However, as with reflow soldering, the heatspreader 14 of a DPAK-type component 10 is often too large to permit robust solder joint formation, even if a high laser power setting and long lase time are used.

[0006] In both of the foregoing approaches, it is often the case that the solder paste 36 immediately adjacent the exposed portion 14e of the heatspreader is the only portion thereof that gets melted. This results in a solder joint that forms only proximate the exposed portion 14e of the heatspreader, with no joint being formed underneath the component.

[0007] It would be desirable, therefore, to provide a way of soldering components to circuit boards without the aforementioned drawbacks.

[0008] The present invention provides a method for soldering an electronic component having a heatspreader on a bottom surface thereof and at least one lead (e.g., a DPAK-type component) to a circuit board having a heatspreader mounting pad and at least one lead mounting pad, comprising the steps of: (a) depositing solder paste on the heatspreader mounting pad and on each of the at least one lead mounting pad; (b) placing the electronic component on the circuit board such that the heatspreader rests atop the heatspreader mounting pad and each lead rests atop a respective one of the at least one lead mounting pad; (c) directing a laser energy beam from a diode laser at the heatspreader and/or heatspreader pad for a first predetermined length of time, thereby heating the solder paste on the heatspreader mounting pad; and (d) continuing to direct the laser energy beam at the heatspreader and/or heatspreader pad for a second predetermined length of time while simultaneously feeding a predetermined amount of flux-core wire solder into the laser energy beam proximate the heatspreader, such that the wire solder melts and flows onto at least one of the heatspreader and the heatspreader mounting pad.

[0009] It is an advantage that the method of the present invention is effective at forming robust solder joints on DPAK-type electronic components.

[0010] Another advantage is that the method of the present invention may be used with low-melting-point substrate materials that cannot be exposed to the temperature profiles of conventional reflow soldering.

[0011] Yet another advantage is that the present invention may be easily utilized in conjunction with conventional laser soldering.

[0012] The invention will now be described, by way of example, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIGS. 1A-C are top, side section, and perspective views, respectively, of a typical DPAK electronic component;
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of an unpackaged bare die on a heatspreader;
FIG. 3 is a side view of a DPAK-type electronic component being soldered to a circuit board using a diode laser beam and flux-core wire feed according to the present invention; and
FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of the process steps of the present invention.

[0013] Referring now to the drawings, FIGS. 3-4 illustrate a method for soldering an electronic component 10 having a heatspreader 14 on a bottom surface thereof and at least one lead 18 (e.g., a DPAK-type component) to a circuit board 30 having a heatspreader mounting pad 32 and at least one lead mounting pad 34. The method comprises the steps of: (a) depositing solder paste 36 on the heatspreader mounting pad 32 and on each of the at least one lead mounting pad 34; (b) placing the electronic component 10 on the circuit board 30 such that the heatspreader 14 rests atop the heatspreader mounting pad 32 and each lead 18 rests atop a respective one of the at least one lead mounting pad 34; (c) directing a laser energy beam 42 from a diode laser 40 at the heatspreader 14 and/or heatspreader pad 32 for a first predetermined length of time, thereby heating the solder paste 36 on the heatspreader mounting pad 32; and (d) continuing to direct the laser energy beam 42 at the heatspreader/pad 14/32 for a second predetermined length of time while simultaneously feeding a predetermined amount of flux-core wire solder 50 into the laser energy beam 42 proximate the heatspreader 14, such that the wire solder 50 melts and flows onto at least one of the heatspreader 14 and the heatspreader mounting pad 32.

To assist the reader in understanding the present invention, all reference numbers used herein are summarized in the table below, along with the elements they represent:

10 = DPAK-type electronic component
12 = Integrated circuit die
14 = Heatspreader
14e = Exposed portion of heatspreader
16 = Wirebond wire
18 = Lead
20 = Molded housing
30 = Circuit board
32 = Heatspreader mounting pad
34 = Lead mounting pad
36 = Solder paste
38 = Circuit trace
40 = Diode laser
42 = Laser energy beam from diode laser
50 = Flux-core solder wire

[0014] The electronic component 10 may be a DPAK, D2PAK, D3PAK, or any other DPAK-type component. As used herein, a "DPAK-type electronic component" includes any electronic component 10 which has a heatspreader 14 on a bottom surface thereof with the heatspreader being visible from above the component 10 when the component is situated on its respective mounting pads 32/34 on a circuit board 30. An example of such a component 10 is a common unpackaged bare die 12 that is bonded to a heatsink 14 and soldered to a circuit board mounting pad 32, whereupon one or more (typically two) sites on the top die surface are wirebonded 16 to bond pads on the circuit board, as illustrated in FIG. 2. (This is essentially the same construction as a common DPAK, but without the plastic/ceramic housing 20 and with wirebond wires 16 wirebonded directly to the mounting pads 34 rather than being wirebonded to an intermediary leadframe 18.)

[0015] The circuit board 30 may be a rigid laminated polymer substrate (e.g., FR-4), a semi-rigid molded polymer substrate, a flexible polymer substrate (e.g., polyester), an etched tri-layer metallic circuit containing air bridges, or the like. The mounting pads 32/34 and circuit traces 38 may be applied using a traditional photoimaging, plating, and etching approach, or may be sputtered, vacuum deposited, or otherwise applied. As mentioned above, one advantage of the present invention is that the processing temperature to which the circuit board is exposed is much lower than with conventional reflow or laser soldering temperatures, thus permitting the use of low-melting-point polymers as the circuit board substrate material.

[0016] It is desirable to use a diode laser 40 as the energy source rather than other types of lasers (e.g., Nd:YAG) because of the 800-1000 nm frequency range of the laser beam 42 produced. Energy in this wavelength is readily absorbed by metals -- such as the heatspreader 14, the heatspreader mounting pad 32, and the solder balls in the solder paste -- but is not readily absorbed by most polymeric materials -- such as the materials most commonly used to produce circuit board substrates 30 -- thus making the diode laser 40 a preferred energy source for electronic component soldering.

[0017] Once the solder paste 36 is deposited on the pads 32/34 and the component 10 has been positioned thereon, the laser energy beam 42 is directed at the exposed heatspreader portion 14e and/or at the heatspreader pad 32 for a first predetermined time. This time is calculated so as to be long enough to heat the solder paste 36 proximate the exposed heatspreader portion 14e to a temperature generally between the melting point of the solder paste and about 225°C. For example, for common eutectic tin-lead solder paste, this range would be generally between 183°C and 225°C, and for a common DPAK component the first predetermined time would be about 7 seconds. Next, the beam 42 would continue to be directed at the exposed heatspreader portion and/or pad 14e/32 for a second predetermined time, while simultaneously feeding a predetermined length or amount of flux-core wire solder 50 into the beam 42 adjacent the exposed heatspreader portion 14e. This second predetermined time should be long enough to heat the solder paste 36 sandwiched between the heatspreader 14 and its mounting pad 32 to a temperature generally between about 200°C and 240°C. For the example above, this second predetermined time would be about 7 seconds.
mined time would be about 5 seconds in duration.

[0018] Feeding the wire solder 50 into the beam 42 causes the wire solder to melt into liquid solder (e.g., molten tin-lead alloy) and liquid flux. It has been observed that the liquid solder tends to remain proximate the exposed heatspreader portion 14e (i.e., proximate the area where it was melted by the diode laser beam 42), while the liquid flux tends to quickly flow away from the exposed heatspreader portion 14e and underneath the rest of the heatspreader 14. This causes the heat to be given up by the hot liquid flux to the not-yet-melted solder paste 36 underneath the heatspreader 14, thereby urging the solder paste thereat to melt. Once the second predetermined time has elapsed, the laser beam 42 is turned off and the melted solder paste 36 and melted wire solder 50 are allowed to cool, thereby forming a solder joint connecting the heatspreader 14 to its mounting pad 32. Tests using the present method have indicated that substantially the entire bottom surface of the heatspreader 14 becomes soldered to the heatspreader mounting pad 32, with a robust metallurgical bond being formed therebetween. This represents a significant improvement over the prior art approaches for soldering DPAK-type components.

[0019] Another advantage of the present method is that commonly available flux-core wire solder may be used. Typical flux-core solder includes about 2 to 4% flux with the balance being solder metal. Typical diameters for such wire solder range from about 0.015 to 0.030 inches. The rate of wire feed for a common DPAK may range from about 1 to 25 mm/sec, with a typical solder wire volume of about 2 to 36 mm³. For most applications, a diode laser power setting of 5 to 45 Watts is sufficient.

Claims

1. A method for soldering an electronic component (10) having a heatspreader (14) on a bottom surface thereof and at least one lead (15) to a circuit board (30) having a heatspreader mounting pad (32) and at least one lead mounting pad (34), wherein the heatspreader (14) of the electronic component (10) has an exposed portion thereof visible from above the component when the component (10) is placed on the circuit board (30), comprising the steps of:

   (a) depositing solder paste (36) on the heatspreader mounting pad (32) and on each of the at least one lead mounting pad (34);
   (b) placing the electronic component (10) on the circuit board (30) such that the heatspreader (14) rests atop the heatspreader mounting pad (32) and each lead (18) rests atop a respective one of the at least one lead mounting pad (34);
   (c) directing a laser energy beam (42) from a diode laser (40) for a first predetermined length of time at the exposed portion of the heatspreader (14) and/or at the heatspreader mounting pad (32), thereby heating the solder paste (36) on the heatspreader mounting pad (32) thereat; and
   (d) continuing to direct the laser energy beam (42) at the heatspreader (14) and/or heatspreader mounting pad (32) for a second predetermined length of time while simultaneously feeding a predetermined amount of flux-core wire solder (50) into the laser energy beam (42) proximate the heatspreader (14), such that the wire solder (50) melts and flows onto at least one of the exposed portion of the heatspreader (14) and the heatspreader mounting pad (32).

2. A method according to claim 1, further comprising the step of:

   (e) allowing the solder paste and the melted wire solder to cool, thereby forming a solder joint connecting the heatspreader to the heatspreader mounting pad.

3. A method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the predetermined amount of flux-core wire solder is generally about 2 to 36 mm³.

4. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the first predetermined length of time is long enough to heat the solder paste proximate the exposed portion of the heatspreader to a temperature generally between the melting point of the solder paste and about 225°C.

5. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the second predetermined length of time is long enough to heat the solder paste sandwiched between the heatspreader and the heatspreader mounting pad to a temperature generally between 200 and 240°C.

6. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the circuit board is selected from the group consisting of a rigid laminated polymer substrate, a semi-rigid to rigid molded polymer substrate, a flexible polymer substrate, and an etched tri-layer metallic circuit containing air bridges.

7. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the electronic component is a DPAK-type component.
Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Löten eines elektronischen Bausteines (10) mit einem Kühlkörper (14) an einer Unterseite desselben und wenigstens einem Anschlußleiter (15) auf eine Leiterplatte (30), mit einem Anschlußplättchen (32) für den Kühlkörper und wenigstens einem Anschlußplättchen (34) für den Anschlußleiter, wobei der Kühlkörper (14) des elektronischen Bausteines (10) einen freiliegenden Teil hat, der von oben über dem Baustein sichtbar ist, wenn der Baustein (10) auf der Leiterplatte (30) plaziert wird, folgende Schritte beinhaltend:

(a) Auftragen von Lötpaste (36) auf das Anschlußplättchen (32) für den Kühlkörper und auf jedes der wenigstens ein Anschlußplättchen (34) für den Anschlußleiter;
(b) Plazieren des elektronischen Bausteines (10) auf der Leiterplatte (30), derart, daß der Kühlkörper (14) auf dem Kühlkörperanschlußplättchen (32) liegt, und jeder Anschlußleiter (18) auf einem entsprechenden der wenigstens einem Drahtanschlußplättchen (34) liegt;
(c) Ausrichten eines Laser-Energiestrahles (42) von einem Diodenlaser (40) auf den freiliegenden Teil des Kühlkörpers (14) und/oder das Kühlkörperanschlußplättchen (32) für einen ersten vorgegebenen Zeitraum, so daß die Lötpaste (36) auf dem Kühlkörperanschlußplättchen (32) erwärmt wird; und
(d) weiteres Halten des Laser-Energiestrahles (42) auf den Kühlkörper (14) und/oder das Kühlkörperanschlußplättchen (32) für einen zweiten vorgegebenen Zeitraum bei gleichzeitiger Zuführung einer vorgegebenen Menge Lötdraht (50) mit Flußmittelkern in den Laser-Energiestrah (42) in der Nähe des Kühlkörpers (14), so daß der Lötdraht (50) schmilzt und auf wenigstens den freiliegenden Teil des Kühlkörpers (14) und/oder das Kühlkörperanschlußplättchen (32) fließt.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, außerdem folgenden Schritt aufweisend:

(e) Abkühlenlassen der Lötpaste und des geschmolzenen Lötdrahtes, so daß eine Lötvorbildung hergestellt wird, die den Kühlkörper mit dem Kühlkörperanschlußplättchen verbindet.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, worin die vorgegebene Menge Lötdraht mit Flußmittelkern allgemein bei etwa 2 bis 36 cm³ liegt.

4. Verfahren nach einem beliebigen der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, worin der erste vorgegebene Zeitraum lange genug ist, die Lötpaste in der Nähe des freiliegenden Teils des Kühlkörpers bis auf eine Temperatur zu erwärmen, die allgemein zwischen dem Schmelzpunkt der Lötpaste und etwa 225°C liegt.

5. Verfahren nach einem beliebigen der vorangehenden Ansprüche, worin die zweite vorgegebene Zeitraum lange genug ist, um die zwischen dem Kühlkörper und dem Kühlkörperanschlußplättchen eingeschlossene Lötpaste auf eine Temperatur zu erwärmen, die allgemein zwischen 200 und 240°C liegt.

6. Verfahren nach einem beliebigen der vorangehenden Ansprüche, worin die Leiterplatte aus einer Gruppe ausgewählt wird, die starre Polymerlaminatsubstrate, halbstarre bis starre Polymergußsubstrate, flexible Polymersubstrate und geätzte dreischichtige Metallschaltungen mit Luftbrücken beinhaltet.

7. Verfahren nach einem beliebigen der vorangehenden Ansprüche, worin der elektronische Baustein ein Baustein der Bauart DPAK ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé destiné à souder un composant électronique (10) comportant un élément de diffusion de chaleur (14) sur une surface inférieure de celui-ci et au moins un conducteur (15) à une carte de circuit (30) comportant une plage de montage d'élément de diffusion de chaleur (32) et au moins une plage de montage de conducteurs (34), dans lequel l'élément de diffusion de chaleur (14) du composant électronique (10) comporte une partie exposée de celui-ci visible depuis le dessus du composant lorsque le composant (10) est placé sur la carte de circuit (30), comprenant les étapes consistant à :

(a) déposer une pâte à souder (36) sur la plage de montage d'élément de diffusion de chaleur (32) et sur chacune de la au moins une plage de montage de conducteurs (34),
(b) placer le composant électronique (10) sur la carte de circuit (30) de sorte que l'élément de diffusion de chaleur (14) repose au-dessus de la plage de montage d'élément de diffusion de chaleur (32) et chaque conducteur (18) repose au-dessus d'une plage respective parmi la au moins une plage de montage de conducteurs (34),
(c) diriger un faisceau d'énergie laser (42) provenant d'un laser à diodes (40) pendant une première durée prédéterminée au niveau de la partie exposée de l'élément de diffusion de
chaleur (14) et/ou au niveau de la plage de montage d’élément de diffusion de chaleur (32), en chauffant ainsi la pâte à souder (36) sur la plage de montage d’élément de diffusion de chaleur (32) à cet endroit, et (d) continuer à diriger le faisceau d’énergie laser (42) au niveau de l’élément de diffusion de chaleur (14) et/ou la plage de montage d’élément de diffusion de chaleur (32) pendant une seconde durée prédéterminée tout en introduisant simultanément une quantité prédéterminée de produits d’apport de soudure en fil à flux incorporé (50) dans le faisceau d’énergie laser (42) à proximité de l’élément de diffusion de chaleur (14), de sorte que le produit d’apport de soudure en fil (50) fond et s’écoule sur au moins l’une de la partie exposée de l’élément de diffusion de chaleur (14) et de la plage de montage d’élément de diffusion de chaleur (32).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à :

(e) permettre que la pâte à souder et le produit d’apport de soudure en fil fondu refroidissent, en formant ainsi une jonction de soudure reliant l’élément de diffusion de chaleur à la plage de montage d’élément de diffusion de chaleur.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel la quantité prédéterminée de produits d’apport de soudure en fil à flux incorporé est généralement d’environ 2 à 36 mm³.

4. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel la première durée prédéterminée est suffisamment longue pour chauffer la pâte à souder à proximité de la partie exposée de l’élément de diffusion de chaleur à une température généralement entre le point de fusion de la pâte à souder et environ 225 °C.

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la seconde durée prédéterminée est suffisamment longue afin de chauffer la pâte à souder prise en sandwich entre l’élément de diffusion de chaleur et la plage de montage d’élément de diffusion de chaleur à une température généralement entre 200 et 240 °C.

6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la carte de circuit est sélectionnée à partir du groupe constitué d’un substrat de polymère stratifié rigide, d’un substrat de polymère moulé semi-rigide à rigide, d’un substrat de polymère souple, et d’un circuit métallique à trois couches gravé contenant des liaisons d’air.

7. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le composant électronique est un composant du type DPAK.
FIG. 3

DEPOSIT SOLDER PASTE ON HEATSPIREADER MOUNTING PAD AND LEAD MOUNTING PAD(S)

PLACE DPAK-TYPE COMPONENT ON CIRCUIT BOARD WITH HEATSPIREADER/LEAD(S) ALIGNED ATOP PADS

DIRECT DIODE LASER BEAM AT EXPOSED PORTION OF HEATSPIREADER FOR 1ST PREDETERMINED TIME

CONTINUE LASING FOR 2ND PREDETERMINED TIME WHILE FEEDING PREDETERMINED AMOUNT OF FLUX-CORE WIRE SOLDER INTO DIODE LASER BEAM PROXIMATE THE EXPOSED PORTION OF HEATSPIREADER

DISCONTINUE LASING AND ALLOW MELTED SOLDER PASTE/SOLDER WIRE TO COOL, THEREBY FORMING A SOLID SOLDER JOINT CONNECTING HEATSPIREADER TO HEATSPIREADER MOUNTING PAD

FIG. 4